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The green vehicle routing problem (Green VRP) is an extension of the VRP in which routes
are performed using alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs). AFVs have limited tank capacity, so
routes may visit alternative fuel stations (AFSs) en-route. We propose a simple yet effective
two-phase heuristic to tackle the Green VRP. In the first phase our heuristic builds a pool of
routes via a set of randomized route-first cluster-second heuristics with an optimal AFSs
insertion procedure. In the second phase our approach assembles a Green VRP solution
by solving a set partitioning formulation over the columns (routes) stored in the pool. To
test our approach, we performed experiments on a set of 52 instances from the literature.
The results show that our heuristic is competitive with state-of-the-art methods. Our
heuristic unveiled 8 new best-known solutions, matched another 40, and delivered
solutions with an average gap of 0.14% for the 4 remaining instances.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Social awareness about the high environmental impact of transportation, depletion of oil reserves, and the quest for
energy security have driven governments around the globe to harden legislation on the use of environmentally unfriendly
vehicles and to provide incentives for the adoption of alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) (Pollet et al., 2012). In response to this
new context, in the last lustrum, companies and government agencies have dramatically increased the use of AFVs in their
operations (Nesterova et al., 2013). For instance, since 2011, La Poste operates at least 250 electric vehicles (EVs) and signed
orders for an additional 10,000 (Kleindorfer et al., 2012). Similarly, in 2013 Coca-Cola deployed more than 30 AFVs in
selected cities across the U.S. (Priselac, 2013). In 2011, UPS purchased 130 hybrid electric delivery trucks (HEVs) and added
them to its fleet of 250 HEVs (UPS, 2008).

The use of AFVs in freight transportation leads to new optimization problems. One of these problems is the green vehicle
routing problem (Green VRP),1 introduced by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012). The Green VRP is an extension of the
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well-known vehicle routing problem, arising when a fleet of AFVs based at a central depot services a set of geographically
spread customers. The special feature of this VRP comes from the limited range of AFVs. To ensure the feasible completion
of trips, the AFVs may visit alternative fuel stations (AFSs) en-route to refill the tank or recharge the battery.

Formally, the Green VRP is defined on an undirected and complete graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ. The vertex set
V ¼ 0f g [ I [ F ¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;nþ af g is made up of a depot (vertex 0), a set of customers I ¼ 1;2; . . . ;nf g, and a set
F ¼ nþ 1;nþ 2; . . . ;nþ af g of a AFSs. It is assumed that the depot can also be used as a refueling station, and that all
refueling stations can handle an unlimited number of vehicles. Each vertex i 2 V has a service time si. If i 2 I then si is
the service time at the customer; and if i 2 F [ 0f g then si is the refueling time, which is assumed to be constant. The set
E ¼ ði; jÞ : i; j 2 V ; i – jf g corresponds to edges connecting vertices of V. Each edge ði; jÞ has two associated nonnegative
attributes: a travel time tij and a distance dij. The travel speeds are assumed to be constant over the edges. In addition,
there is no limit on the number of stops that can be made for refueling. When refueling occurs, it is assumed that the
tank is filled to its maximum capacity. The customers are served using a fleet of homogeneous AFVs with tank capacity Q
and consumption rate cr. The vehicle driving-range constraint is dictated by the fuel tank capacity and a tour duration
constraint Tmax.

In the Green VRP the objective is to find a set of routes of minimum total distance such that each customer is
visited exactly once; the level of the tank when the vehicle arrives at any vertex is nonnegative; each route satisfies
the maximum-duration limit; and each route starts and ends at the depot. Fig. 1 depicts a feasible solution to a Green
VRP.

The Green VRP is an NP-hard problem. Indeed, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan (1981) showed that the classical VRP is
NP-hard. Since the VRP is a special case of the Green VRP, we can conclude that the Green VRP is also NP-hard. Moreover,
recent studies show that commercial solvers cannot solve to optimality instances of 20 customers in reasonable
computational times (Schneider et al., 2014). Therefore, to tackle industrial-scale Green VRP instances we need heuristic
approaches.

For the solution of the Green VRP we present a multi-space sampling heuristic (MSH), which is a simple yet effective
heuristic introduced by Mendoza and Villegas (2013). The idea behind MSH is to sample different solution representation
spaces and then to assemble a solution with (parts of) the sampled elements. Implementations of MSH have delivered
competitive results to complex routing problems such as the VRP with stochastic demands (Mendoza and Villegas, 2013),
the VRP with stochastic travel and service times (Gómez et al., 2015), and the combined maintenance and routing problem
(Fontecha et al., 2015). The algorithm is built out of two main components: a set of sampling functions and an assembling
procedure. The sampling functions are randomized route-first, cluster-second heuristics. Using these heuristics MSH draws
a sample from the TSP solution representation space and extracts from it a sample of the route representation space. Later,
MSH uses the sampled routes to assemble a final solution. The assembling procedure is a set partitioning model that runs
over the set of routes sampled in the first phase. To implement our MSH, we adapted the randomized route-first,
cluster-second heuristics proposed in Mendoza and Villegas (2013) to the Green VRP. This adaptation is far from being
trivial, since route feasibility in the Green VRP is difficult to assess. Indeed, a route that is fuel-infeasible (that is, infeasible
for fuel autonomy) can be repaired in a number of ways by inserting one or more visits to AFSs. Therefore, extracting Green
VRP routes from a giant TSP tour is much more complex than in problems previously tackled using MSH. Existing
metaheuristics for the Green VRP rely on insertion-based heuristics and neighborhood schemes for repairing
fuel-infeasible routes (Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks, 2012; Schneider et al., 2014, 2015; Felipe et al., 2014). In general, these
strategies consider only one insertion at a time and therefore are exposed to myopic choices. We propose an optimal
procedure based on a reformulation of the repair problem as a constrained shortest path problem.

The main contributions of this research are threefold: (i) we introduce an optimal repair procedure based on a
constrained shortest path formulation that inserts refueling stations into Green VRP routes. One of the main advantages
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Fig. 1. Example of a feasible Green VRP solution.
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of our procedure is that it can be used as a building block in any other Green VRP heuristic; (ii) we show how to use our
procedure to build a simple and effective MSH heuristic for the Green VRP; and (iii) we update best-known solutions (BKSs)
to 8 out of 52 standard benchmark instances for the problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. Section 3 presents a detailed
description of our version of the multi-space sampling heuristic. Section 4 presents a computational evaluation of the pro-
posed method. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines future work. For easy reference, Appendix A summarizes
our notation.
2. Literature review

The Green VRP was introduced by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012). They propose a mixed-integer-linear programming
(MILP) formulation and two heuristics. The first heuristic is a modified Clarke and Wright savings algorithm (MCWS) that
repairs infeasible routes by inserting AFSs using a savings criterion, and removes redundant AFSs after merging the routes.
The second heuristic is a density-based clustering algorithm (DBCA) that first builds clusters and then runs MCWS for each
cluster. In their article, the authors propose two sets of test instances: the set of ‘‘small” instances has 40 test problems with
20 customers, and the set of ‘‘large” instances has 12 instances with 111 to 500 customers. Computational experiments
showed that CPLEX 11.2 was unable to solve to optimality even small instances using the MILP model. They also indicated
that there were no significant differences in performance between MCWS and DBCA.

The Green VRP is closely related to the classical distance-constrained VRP (Laporte et al., 1985), but the latter does not
consider the possibility of extending the vehicle’s distance limitation. Another problem that is closely related to the Green
VRP is the multi-depot vehicle routing problem with inter-depot routes (MDVRPI) described by Crevier et al. (2007); this
problem considers intermediate depots at which vehicles can be replenished with goods. To solve this problem Crevier
et al. (2007) presented a heuristic procedure that combines ideas from adaptive memory programming, tabu search, and
integer programming. Tarantilis et al. (2008) proposed a hybrid guided local search heuristic that outperforms the procedure
proposed by Crevier et al. (2007). Muter et al. (2014) proposed a branch and price algorithm for the MDVRPI; it solves to
optimality some instances with up to 50 customers.

Schneider et al. (2014) introduced the electric vehicle routing problem with time windows and recharging stations (E-
VRPTW), which is an extension of the VRP with a fleet of EVs. The E-VRPTW considers limited vehicle freight capacities, cus-
tomer time windows, and the possibility of recharging at any of the available stations using an appropriate recharging
scheme. Schneider et al. (2014) presented an MILP formulation and a hybrid metaheuristic combining variable neighborhood
search and tabu search (VNS/TS). Their VNS/TS explores infeasible solutions with respect to capacity, time windows, and
battery-usage constraints. A dynamic penalizing scheme is used to guide the search toward feasible solutions. The VNS com-
ponent explores 15 neighborhoods based on cyclic exchanges (Thompson and Psaraftis, 1993) that transfer between routes
sequences of customers of arbitrary length. Furthermore, Schneider et al. (2014) improved the MILP formulation proposed by
Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012), and they evaluated their VNS/TS and MILP approaches on the 52-instance testbed pro-
posed by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012). Computational experiments showed that CPLEX 12.2 was unable to solve to opti-
mality instances with 20 customers using their MILP model, and VNS/TS outperformed the constructive heuristics proposed
by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012).

Schneider et al. (2015) introduced the vehicle routing problemwith intermediate stops (VRPIS) that generalizes the Green
VRP and the MDVRPI. To solve the VRPIS Schneider et al. (2015) propose an adaptive variable neighborhood search (AVNS).
Their AVNS uses a modified savings algorithm to generate an initial solution that is later improved with local search. The
algorithm uses an adaptive shaking with twenty-four neighborhood structures, five route selection methods, three
vertex-sequence selectionmethods, and an adaptive mechanism to choose the route and vertex-selection methods. The solu-
tion generated at the shaking step is subsequently improved by several greedy local searches. Furthermore, the AVNS has a
dynamic penalization scheme to guide the search toward feasible solutions and a simulated annealing acceptance criterion.
Since the Green VRP is a special case of the VRPIS, Schneider et al. (2015) tested their approach on the instances of Erdoğan
and Miller-Hooks (2012). This method outperformed all previous methods both in terms of solution quality and computa-
tional time.

Recently, Felipe et al. (2014) introduced the green vehicle routing problem with multiple technology and partial
recharges (GVRP-MTPR). As the name suggests, in this problem charging stations may have different technologies
(e.g., charging times) and EVs do not necessarily charge their batteries to the full capacity when they reach a charging
point. In their article, the authors presented an MILP formulation, a local search method (48A), and a simulated annealing
(SA). Their local search method uses 48 possible combinations of 6 different neighborhoods and selects the best
overall solution. Their SA uses a relocate neighborhood to explore the solution space. Every time that the incumbent
solution is updated, the SA uses a deterministic local search to try to further improve the solution. Since the
GVRP-MTPR is an extension of the Green VRP, Felipe et al. (2014) tested their approaches on the instances of
Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012). Their methods outperformed the constructive heuristics proposed by Erdoğan and
Miller-Hooks (2012), but are not competitive with the solution approaches of Schneider et al. (2014) and Schneider
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et al. (2015). A plausible explanation for these results, is that their 48A algorithm and their SA are not specifically tailored
to the Green VRP.

Sassi et al. (2014) tackled an electric vehicle routing problem with heterogeneous mixed fleet and time dependent
charging costs. In their problem the authors consider a number of realistic features such as: different charging technologies,
coupling constraints between vehicles and charging technologies, charging station availability time windows, and charging
costs depending on the time of the day. Regarding charging station capacity, the authors impose the maximum admissible
power charge constraint over the charging spots located at the depot; however, they assume that the other charging stations
have an unlimited capacity. They proposed an MILP formulation, a charging routing heuristic and a local search heuristic.
They performed computational experiments on real data instances.

Gonçalves et al. (2011) considered a VRP with pick-up and delivery (VRPPD) with a mixed fleet that consists of battery
electric vehicles (BEVs) and vehicles with internal-combustion engines. The objective is to minimize the total costs
(vehicle-related fixed and variable costs). They considered time and capacity constraints and assumed a time for recharging
the BEVs, which they calculated from the total distance traveled and the range for one battery charge. However, they did not
incorporate the location of the recharging stations into their model. Thus, they basically proposed a mixed-fleet VRPPD with
an additional distance-dependent time variable. They performed computational experiments with an MILP formulation on
instances with up to 17 customers.

Conrad and Figliozzi (2011) introduced the recharging vehicle routing problem (RVRP) wherein vehicles with a
limited range must service a set of customers but may recharge at certain customer locations before continuing their
trip. They proposed an MILP formulation of the problem. They performed computational experiments on instances of
40 customers.

Juan et al. (2014) discussed the vehicle routing problem with multiple driving ranges (VRPMDR), an extension of the
classical routing problem where the total distance each vehicle can travel is limited and is not necessarily the same for every
vehicle. The VRPMDR finds applications in routing electric and hybrid-electric vehicles, which can cover limited distances
depending on the running time of their batteries. They proposed an MILP formulation and a multi-round heuristic algorithm
that iteratively constructs a solution for the problem.

Finally, Pelletier et al. (2014) presented an overview of the field of goods distribution with EVs, that includes a review
of the main transportation science literature on EVs regarding fleet size and mix, vehicle routing problem, and optimal
paths.
3. Multi-space sampling heuristic

Mendoza and Villegas (2013) originally proposed the multi-space sampling heuristic for the vehicle routing problemwith
stochastic demands. Despite its simple design, MSH obtains competitive results. MSH has two phases: sampling and
assembling. In the sampling phase the algorithm uses a set of randomized TSP heuristics to draw a biased sample from
the set K of TSP-like tours (i.e., giant tours visiting all customers). Following the route-first cluster-second principle
(Beasley, 1983; Prins et al., 2014), MSH extracts every feasible route that can be obtained without altering the order of
the customers of each sampled TSP tour. MSH uses these routes to build a set X � R, whereR is the set of all feasible routes.
In the assembling phase MSH follows the principle of petal heuristics (Foster and Ryan, 1976) and maps set X to a solution s
(in the set of all feasible solutions to the problem S) by solving a set partitioning formulation. Note that in MSH the
knowledge of the problem is embedded in two components: the procedure that extracts routes from the TSP tours during
the sampling phase and the set-partitioning formulation used in the assembling phase. The former controls the feasibility
and cost of each route while the latter controls the feasibility and cost of the whole solution. To adapt MSH to the Green
VRP we designed a tailored route extraction procedure. To favor scalability we also modified the strategy used by the original
MSH to build the route pool X. For the sake of completeness, in the remainder of this section we present all the components
used in our MSH setting a special focus on those we specifically designed for the Green VRP.

3.1. General structure

Algorithm 1 describes the general structure of our MSH. The procedure starts by entering the sampling phase (lines 4–19).
At each iteration k 6 K , the algorithm selects a sampling heuristic from a set H (line 6) and uses it to build a TSP tour tsp.
Then, the algorithm uses a tour splitting procedure (known as split) to retrieve a solution s 2 S. Differently to the original
MSH, our version does not store in X all the routes evaluated by split during the partitioning process but only the routes
belonging to some of the retrieved solutions. To decide if the routes of a solution s should join X we use the following
condition (lines 9–16): f ðsÞ 6 f ðs�Þ � ð1þ kÞ where s� is the best solution found, k a positive parameter, and f ð�Þ denotes
the objective function of a solution. The idea behind this choice is to favor computational scalability by reducing the size
ofXwhile assuring a good compromise between the diversity and the quality of the routes in the pool. In the assembly phase
(line 20), the heuristic invokes a procedure called SetPartitioning to solve a set partitioning formulation over X using
f ðs�Þ as an upper bound. The resulting solution R is reported by the heuristic (line 21).
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Algorithm 1. Multi-space sampling heuristic: General structure.
1:
 function MULTISPACESAMPLING(G;H;K; k)

2:
 X ;

3:
 k 1

4:
 while k 6 K do

5:
 for j ¼ 1 to j ¼ jHj do

6:
 h Hj
7:
 tsp hðGÞ

8:
 s split(G; tsp)

9:
 if k ¼ 1 and j ¼ 1 then
10:
 s�  s

11:
 else if f ðsÞ 6 f ðs�Þ � ð1þ kÞ then

12:
 X X [ s

13:
 if f ðsÞ < f ðs�Þ then

14:
 s�  s

15:
 end if

16:
 end if

17:
 k kþ 1

18:
 end for

19:
 end while

20:
 R SetPartitioning(G;X; s�)

21:
 return R

22:
 end function
3.2. Sampling heuristic

To sampleK (line 7 in Algorithm 1), our approach uses randomized versions of three TSP constructive heuristics. Although
the strategies used to generate the randomized versions of the three heuristics are directly borrowed from Mendoza and
Villegas (2013), for the sake of completeness we briefly describe them here.

Let tsp be an ordered set representing the TSP customer tour being built by a given sampling heuristic, W the set of
customers visited by tsp, and N ¼ I nW an ordered set of nonrouted customers. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that
sets W and N are updated every time a customer is added to tsp. Let l be a random integer in 1; . . . ;min L; jN jf gf g, where
parameter L denotes the randomization factor of each heuristic.

The first heuristic is randomized nearest neighbor (RNN). It initially sets tsp ¼ ð0Þ and u ¼ 0. At each iteration, RNN
identifies the customer v that is the lth nearest customer to u, appends v to tsp, and sets u ¼ v . RNN stops when jN j ¼ 0
and appends 0 to tsp to complete the tour. The second heuristic is randomized nearest insertion (RNI). It initializes tsp as
a tour starting at the depot and performing a round trip to a randomly selected customer. At each iteration, RNI sorts N
in nondecreasing order of dminðvÞ, where dminðvÞ is defined to be min du;v ju 2 W

� �
. RNI then inserts v ¼ N l (i.e., the lth

element in the ordered set N ) into the tour tsp in the best possible position (i.e., the position generating the smallest
increment in the cost of the tour). RNI stops when jN j ¼ 0. The third heuristic is randomized best insertion (RBI). It initializes
tsp as a tour starting at the depot and performing a round trip to a randomly selected customer. At each iteration RBI sorts N
in nondecreasing order of DminðvÞ, where DminðvÞ is defined to be min dðu;vÞ þ dðv ;wÞ � dðu;wÞjðu;wÞ 2 tspf g, and inserts
v ¼ N l in tour tsp in the best possible position. RBI stops when jN j ¼ 0.

3.3. Split

To extract a feasible solution s from tsp (line 8 in Algorithm 1), our approach uses an adaptation of the optimal tour
splitting procedure for the VRP introduced by Prins (2004). The splitting procedure builds a directed acyclic graph
G� ¼ ðV�;AÞ composed of the ordered vertex set V� ¼ ðv0;v1; . . . ;v i; . . . ; vnÞ and the arc set A. Vertex v0 ¼ 0 is an auxiliary
vertex, while vertices v1; . . . ;vn 2 tsp n 0f g. The vertices in V� are arranged in the same order in which they appear in tsp.
Arc ðv i;v iþnr Þ 2 A represents a feasible route rv i ;v iþnr with distance drvi ;viþnr

starting and ending at the depot and visiting

customers in the sequence v iþ1 to v iþnr . Route rv i ;v iþnr may not satisfy the fuel constraint (i.e., the route’s fuel consumption
is greater than Q). If it does not, we try to repair it by inserting visits to AFSs. If the insertion of AFSs increases the duration
of the route beyond Tmax then we do not include the arc associated with the route in G�. The insertion of visits to AFSs is
accomplished by the optimal repair procedure explained in Section 3.4. To obtain a feasible solution s for the Green VRP,
the procedure finds the set of arcs (i.e., routes) along the shortest path connecting 0 and vn in G�. It is worth noting that since
G� is directed and acyclic, building the graph and finding the shortest path can be done simultaneously (Prins, 2004).
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Algorithm 2 shows the tour splitting procedure based on the split algorithm for the capacitated VRP (Prins, 2004). After
initializing the shortest path labels (lines 2–6), split enters the outer loop (lines 7–41). Each pass through the outer loop sets
the tail of an arc and initializes an empty route (lines 8–11). Then we use the inner loop (lines 13–40) to scan all the arcs
sharing the same tail node. At each inner-loop iteration, we explore a new arc by simply adding the next customer to the
route (line 16). In the next steps (lines 17–23) we compute the weight and time of the arc (i.e., the total distance cr and total
time tpr of the associated route). If an arc is feasible for the duration constraint (line 24) we check the feasibility of the asso-
ciated route with respect to the fuel constraint (and store the result in a boolean variable f r). When a route is infeasible for
the fuel constraint but tpr 6 Tmax, we try to repair the route using procedure Repair(r;G) (line 27). For an arc ði; jÞ to be
added to the graph, its corresponding route must be feasible for fuel and time. If the shortest path label of the head node
of arc ði; jÞ can be improved (i.e., labeli�1 þ cr 6 labelj), then we update the shortest path label and the predecessor informa-
tion (lines 35–38). The algorithm then moves to the next inner-loop iteration or exits the loop. After completing the outer
loop we retrieve the solution using the tour tsp and the predecessor labels (for an algorithm to retrieve the solution we refer
the reader to Prins (2004)).

To adapt the tour splitting procedure to the Green VRP, it is necessary to introduce two important functions: checkFuel
(line 25), which evaluates the feasibility of a route with respect to the vehicle’s fuel constraint, and Repair (line 27), which
tries to repair the route, and returns a boolean variable (indicating whether or not the route could be repaired) and the
distance of the repaired route. Note, however, that there are some cases where the repaired route is feasible for the fuel con-
straint but infeasible for the duration constraint. This occurs because the time needed to recover the feasibility of the route
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(i.e., the travel time to the AFSs and the service time there) increases its planned duration beyond Tmax; in these cases we do
not add the associated arc to the graph.

Fig. 2 illustrates the tour splitting procedure. Fig. 2a shows the TSP tour and the relevant information. Fig. 2b depicts the
auxiliary graph G�; the arcs in bold correspond to the shortest path. Fig. 2c is a table showing the evaluation of the arcs.

Algorithm 2. Tour splitting.
1:
 function SPLIT(G; tsp)

2:
 label0  0
 . label: shortest path labels

3:
 for i ¼ 1 to n do

4:
 labeli  þ1

5:
 predi  0
 . pred: predecessor labels

6:
 end for

7:
 for i ¼ 1 to n do

8:
 r  ð0Þ
 . Initialize route r

9:
 cr  0
 . Initialize total distance cr
10:
 tpr  0
 . Initialize total time tpr

11:
 j i

12:
 continue  true

13:
 while j 6 n and continue = true do

14:
 v  tspj
 . Get customer in position j of tsp

15:
 v 0  tspj�1
 . Get customer in position j� 1 of tsp

16:
 r  r [ vf g

17:
 if j ¼ i then

18:
 cr  d0;v þ dv;0
 . Update total distance

19:
 tpr  t0;v þ tv;0 þ sv þ s0
 . Update total time

20:
 else

21:
 cr  cr � dv 0 ;0 þ dv 0 ;v þ dv ;0
 . Update total distance

22:
 tpr  tpr � tv 0 ;0 þ tv 0 ;v þ tv ;0 þ sv
 . Update total time

23:
 end if

24:
 if tpr 6 Tmax then
 . Check feasibility for time

25:
 f r  checkFuel(r)
 . Evaluate fuel feasibility

26:
 if f r ¼ false then

27:
 hcr ; f ri  Repair(r;G)
 . Repair route r

28:
 if f r ¼ false then

29:
 continue  false

30:
 end if

31:
 end if

32:
 else

33:
 continue  false

34:
 end if

35:
 if labeli�1 þ cr 6 labelj and continue = true then

36:
 labelj  labeli�1 þ cr
 . Update label

37:
 predj  i� 1
 . Update predecessor

38:
 end if

39:
 j jþ 1

40:
 end while

41:
 end for

42:
 s RetrieveSolutionðpred; tspÞ

43:
 return s

44:
 end function
3.4. Repair procedure

Existing approaches for the Green VRP depend on insertion-based heuristics and neighborhood schemes for repairing
fuel-infeasible routes. The MCWS algorithm proposed by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012) starts inserting the AFS with
the least insertion cost (i.e., distance added to the tour) in the fuel-infeasible back-and-forth routes. After the routes merging
step, MCWS inserts into each fuel-infeasible route the AFS with the least insertion cost and then evaluates the possibility of
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eliminating redundant AFSs. Schneider et al. (2014) used a penalization scheme for the fuel-infeasible routes and proposed
an operator that performs insertions and removals of AFSs. That operator uses a tabu list in order to control insertions
already tested. Schneider et al. (2015) used a penalization scheme for the fuel-infeasible routes and presented three opera-
tors to improve the location of AFSs within the route. The first operator moves an AFS to a different position within a route.
The second operator evaluates for each AFS visit of each route whether visiting a different AFS decreases the routing cost. The
third operator aims at removing redundant AFS visits. Finally, Felipe et al. (2014) proposed a constructive heuristic, which
considers the insertion of AFSs to fuel-infeasible routes. They presented a neigboorhood scheme to improve the location of an
AFS in a route, without modifying the sequence of visits to the customers. Notice that all these strategies consider only one
insertion at a time and therefore are exposed to myopic choices. In contrast, our repair procedure optimally chooses which
stations to insert and where to insert them while considering all the possible combinations of insertions leading to an
energy-feasible route. To accomplish its goal, our procedure relies on a reformulation of the repair problem as a constraint
shortest path problem.

Let P ¼ p1; . . . ;pi; . . . ;pj; . . . ;pnrþ1
� �

be a route that violates the fuel constraint, and p1 ¼ 0. The feasibility of P may be
restored by inserting visits to AFSs. We use an optimal procedure that simultaneously decides which stations must be visited
and their optimal insertion position within the route. The procedure can be seen as a constrained shortest path problem in a
repair graph B ¼ ðZ;UÞ. Fig. 3 depicts the structure of B.2 The vertex set Z ¼ a; . . . ; ½i; k�; . . . ;bf g is made up of two dummy ver-
tices (a and b) that act as copies of the depot, representing the source and sink vertices of B; and the vertices ½i; k�, which rep-
resent a visit to station k 2 F after visiting vertex pi (i.e., the ith element in route P), where 1 6 i 6 nr þ 1 and 1 6 k 6 a. To

define the edge set U, let us first introduce some key elements. Let P ¼ p1; . . . ; pj; . . . ;pjPj
n o

be a path in G. For a given path P

we define three metrics: its distance dðPÞ ¼PjPj�1
j¼1 dpj ;pjþ1 , its total planned time tðPÞ ¼PjPj�1

j¼1 tpj ;pjþ1 þ
PjPj

j¼2spj , and its fuel con-

sumption qðPÞ ¼ cr � dðPÞ. The arc set U is composed of five types of arcs, that is, U ¼ S5
i¼1Ui, where:

� U1, the outgoing arcs of a. An arc ða; ½i; k�Þ represents the path P ¼ ð0; FkÞ if i ¼ 1, and P ¼ ð0; . . . ;pi; FkÞ if i > 1. Its cost and
time are defined as cu:u2U1 ¼ dðPÞ and tu:u2U1 ¼ tðPÞ þ s0.
� U2, the arcs connecting two stations without visiting any customer. Arc ð½i; k�; ½i; l�Þ represents the path P ¼ ðFk; FlÞ. Its cost
and time are defined as cu:u2U2 ¼ dðPÞ and tu:u2U2 ¼ tðPÞ.
� U3, the arcs connecting two stations and visiting some customers in between. Arc ð½i; k�; ½j; l�Þ represents the path
P ¼ ðFk;piþ1; . . . ;pj; FlÞ. Its cost and time are defined as cu:u2U3 ¼ dðPÞ and tu:u2U3 ¼ tðPÞ.
� U4, the incoming arcs to b representing the return to the depot after visiting some customers since the last visit to a sta-
tion. Arc ð½i; k�; bÞ represents the path P ¼ ðFk;piþ1; . . . ;pnrþ1;0Þ. Its cost and time are defined as cu:u2U4 ¼ dðPÞ and
tu:u2U4 ¼ tðPÞ � s0.
� U5, the incoming arcs to b representing a return to the depot directly from a station after visiting the last customer in
route P. The arc ð½nr þ 1; k�; bÞ represents the path P ¼ ðFk;0Þ. Its cost and time are defined as cu:u2U5 ¼ dðPÞ and
tu:u2U5 ¼ tðPÞ � s0.

We include in U only arcs with cu � cr 6 Q and tu 6 Tmax. With this graph construction procedure we ensure that all paths
from a to b represent a route that visits customers in the same order they appear inP and is feasible with respect to the fuel
constraint. Note, however, that not every path connecting a and b in B represents a route that is feasible in terms of the dura-
tion constraint. Therefore, to find an optimal repair for route P, we need to solve a constrained shortest path problem (CSP),
where the maximum travel time Tmax is the constrained resource. It is interesting to observe that since all the arcs of B are
feasible for fuel, the tank capacity is not a constraint for the CSP. To solve the CSP we use the pulse algorithm (Lozano et al.,
2013). The algorithm is based on the idea of propagating pulses through a network from a source node to a sink node (a and b
in our case). At the core of the algorithm lies the ability to effectively and aggressively prune pulses (i.e., prevent their prop-
agation) without jeopardizing the optimal path. The pulse algorithm is one of the state-of-the-art methods for the solution of
resource-constrained shortest path problems (Lozano and Medaglia, 2013).

Fig. 4 shows a detailed example of the repair procedure. Fig. 4a illustrates an infeasible route with three customers and
three AFSs for a Green VRP. Fig. 4b shows the route after the optimal insertion of the AFSs using the repair procedure. Fig. 4c
shows the corresponding repair graph and the shortest path.
3.5. Set partitioning

In the assembly phase, MSH maps the set X to a solution in S by solving a set partitioning formulation

minR#X

P
r2Rdr : [r2R ¼ V ; ri \ rj ¼ 0 8ri; rj 2 R

� �� �
. The objective is then to select the best subset of routes from X to build

the set of routes R (i.e., the final solution) guaranteeing that each customer will be visited by exactly one route.
2 This graph resembles that used by Villegas et al. (2010) in a route-first cluster-second heuristic for the single truck and trailer routing problem with satellite
depots.
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Fig. 3. Outline of the structure of the repair graph B ¼ ðZ;UÞ.
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Fig. 4. Optimal repair example for the three-customer sequence P ¼ 0;A;B;C;0f g, three AFSs.
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4. Computational experiments

To test our approach, we ran it on the 52-instance testbed proposed by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012). These instances
consist of 5 sets. Four sets contain ten 20-customer instances ranging from 2 to 10 AFSs. The remaining set, resulting from a
case study, consists of 12 instances with the number of customers ranging from 111 to 500 and between 21 and 28 AFSs. In
this testbed there are instances with infeasible customers. Therefore, Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012), Schneider et al.
(2014, 2015), Felipe et al. (2014) filter the customers that either cannot be served directly within the maximum route
duration or whose direct service requires visiting more than one refueling station. To allow comparison with previously



Table 1
Summary results and comparison of our MSH with other methods on the small instances of Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012).

Metric MCWS/DBCA VNS/TS AVNS 48A MSH(1k) MSH(5k) MSH(10k)

Number of BKS 2/40 38/40 40/40 29/40 35/40 40/40 40/40
Avg. gap (%) NR NR 0.15 NR 0.38 0.04 0.01
Max. gap (%) NR NR 1.73 NR 3.61 0.47 0.13
Avg. best gap (%) 8.72 0.63 0.00 0.46 0.09 0.00 0.00
Cum. number of veh. 245 223 NR 225 222 222 222
Avg. time (min) NR 0.65 0.17 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.07
Max. avg. time (min) NR 0.88 0.38 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.12

Computer Pentium 4 Core I5 Core I5 Core I5 XEON E5410
3.2 GHz 2.67 GHz 2.67 GHz 2.8 GHz 2.33 GHz

Runs NR 10 10 1 10 10 10

NR: not reported.

Table 2
Summary results and comparison of our MSH with other methods on the large instances of Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012).

Metric MCWS/DBCA VNS/TS AVNS 48A SA MSH (1k) MSH (5k) MSH (10k)

Number of BKS 0/12 0/12 4/12 0/12 0/12 0/12 0/12 8/12
Avg. gap (%) NR NR 0.92 NR NR 2.64 1.48 1.02
Max. gap (%) NR NR 1.84 NR NR 5.77 4.21 3.62
Avg. best gap (%) 15.97 1.38 0.17 4.50 4.97 1.42 0.40 0.05
Cum. number of veh. 508 461 NR 466 459 454 445 444
Avg. time (min) NR 159.58 6.20 157.03 156.05 27.92 31.47 35.04
Max. avg. time (min) NR 525.52 19.51 514.68 456.26 80.11 84.95 89.95

Computer Pentium 4 Core I5 Core I5 Core I5 Core I5 XEON E5410
3.2 GHz 2.67 GHz 2.67 GHz 2.8 GHz 2.8 GHz 2.33 GHz

Runs NR 10 10 1 1 10 10 10

NR: not reported.
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published results, we followed the same convention and filter unfeasible customers. It is important to remark that in the
problem definition an AFS vertex could have as successor another AFS, so it is possible to insert visits to more than one
AFS between two customer visits. According to Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012), the geographical coordinates given for
the customers have to be converted to Cartesian coordinates using the Haversine formula (Bullard and Kiernan, 1992) with
an average Earth radius of 4,182.45 miles. It is worth noting that although Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012) include an addi-
tional constraint on the number of vehicles in their Green VRP formulation, their experiments are conducted with an
unlimited-fleet version of the problem. Therefore, our results are directly comparable to theirs.

We implemented our MSH in Java (jre V.1.7.0_51) and used Gurobi Optimizer (version 5.6.0) to solve the set partitioning
problem. We set a time limit of 10 � n seconds on Gurobi to control the running time of the set partitioning problem. All the
experiments were run on a computing cluster with 2.33 GHz Inter Xeon E5410 processors with 16 GB of RAM running under
Linux Rocks 6.1.1. Each replication of the experiments was run on a single processor.
4.1. Results

After conducting a parameter tuning campaign, we set LRNN; LRNI , and LRBI to 2, and k ¼ 1. We found that these parameters
lead to a pool of well-diversified routes. For the sake of brevity, we will not discuss these experiments.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results delivered by our MSH on the small and large Green VRP instances running with 3
configurations: K ¼ 1;000;K ¼ 5;000; and K ¼ 10;000 (defined as MSH(K)). We compare our results to the best result
obtained by MCWS and DBCA by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012), the VNS/TS by Schneider et al. (2014), the AVNS by
Schneider et al. (2015), and the 48A and SA by Felipe et al. (2014). The rows of Tables 1 and 2 indicate the number of times
that each method found the BKS, the average and maximum gap between the average solution and the BKS (in %), the aver-
age best gap3 (in %), the cumulative number of vehicles,4 and the average and maximum computational times (in minutes). The
results of VNS/TS, AVNS and our MSH are computed over 10 runs and the 48A and SA results over a single run. Erdoğan and
Miller-Hooks (2012) reported the best solution of several runs with different parameters but did not give the exact number
of runs. The detailed results are reported in Appendix B.
3 The best gap is the gap between the best solution and the BKS.
4 This metric is the sum of the number of vehicles of all best solutions (Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005).
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For small instances, MSH(5k) and MSH(10k) have competitive results with reference to MCWS/ DBCA, VNS/TS, AVNS, and
48A (Table 1). They have an average gap of only 0.04% and 0.01%, match the 40 BKSs, and use the lowest cumulative number
of vehicles. In terms of CPU time, MSH(5k) and MSH(10k) are only outperformed by MSH(1k) and 48A. MSH(1k) is the fastest
method, and outperforms MCWS/DBCA, VNS/TS, and 48A in terms of solution quality.

For large instances, MSH(5k) outperforms MCWSA/DCBA, VNS/TS, 48A, and SA in terms of both solution quality (i.e., aver-
age best gap, and cumulative number of vehicles) and CPU time (Table 2). When compared to AVNS, MSH(10k) has a better
average best gap with respect to BKSs (0.05% vs. 0.17%) and finds more BKSs (8/12 vs. 4/12), whereas AVNS is faster and it
seems to scale better.

It is interesting to observe that for both the small and large instances our three MSH configurations use the lowest cumu-
lative number of vehicles.

In order to give a graphical view of key metrics presented in Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 5 presents a head-to-head comparison
between the solution methods. It shows the trade-off between solution quality and CPU time.5 Each method is represented as
a point in the plot. The X coordinate of the point represents the average best gap with respect to the BKS, while the Y coordinate
represents the average CPU time. Notice that MCWS and DBCA were not included in the comparison since CPU times for these
algorithms were not reported in by Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012).

For the small instances, Fig. 5a shows that MSH(5k) and MSH(10k) dominate the AVNS and VNS/TS, while MSH(1k) dom-
inates 48A and VNS/TS. Moreover, MSH(5k) has a remarkable performance on small instances, because its CPU time is close
to that of 48A (which is the fastest approach in the literature) and its average best gap is 0.00%. On the other hand, on the
large instances, MSH(5k) and MSH(10k) dominates SA, 48A and VNS/TS (Fig. 5b). The comparison between MSH(10k) and
5 This comparison tool was introduced by Vidal et al. (2015).
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AVNS shows that there is not clear dominator: while the former dominates in solution quality, the latter dominates in CPU
time. Nonetheless, it is worth recalling that while AVNS uses elaborate components (i.e., an adaptive shaking with twenty-
four neighborhood structures, five route selection methods, among others), our MSH uses simple building blocks that, with
the notable exception of the repair procedure, are common in the literature. Therefore our MSH is probably easier to imple-
ment and extend to tackle other problems.

Finally, we analyzed the CPU time of the two MSH phases (sampling and assembly). Fig. 6 presents the percentage of time
spent on each phase for each instance size (in terms of number of customers). The results show that, for all instances, assem-
bly is the more time consuming phase, and that the percentage of time spent on the assembly phase increases with the
instance size. However, the assembly phase contributes to improve the solutions on average by 4.10%, which is key to obtain
competitive results with respect to existing approaches in the literature.

5. Conclusion and future work

This paper proposes a multi-space sampling heuristic for the Green VRP. This approach has three main components: a set
of three randomized TSP heuristics, a tour partitioning procedure, and a set partitioning formulation. At the core of the tour
partitioning procedure lies a novel repair mechanism that optimally inserts visits to refueling stations to restore the feasi-
bility of routes violating the vehicle’s fuel constraint. This procedure solves a constrained shortest path problem on an aux-
iliary repair graph, that by construction includes only the trips between refueling stations that respect the vehicle’s fuel
constraint.

The procedure is based on a reformulation of the repair problem as a constrained shortest path problem where (i) the
maximum travel time of a route is the constrained resource, and (ii) each path from the source node to the sink node in
the underlying graph models a possible way to repair the route by inserting visits to refueling stations.

We tested our approach on a 52-instance public testbed for the Green VRP. Our approach found 8 new BKSs for the
testbed and matched another 40. When compared to state-of-the-art metaheuristics, the multi-space sampling heuristic
obtains competitive results in terms of solution quality and computational time, and it is one of the simplest methods used
to solve the Green VRP.

Perspectives for improving the computational performance of our approach include: (i) implementing faster methods for
solving the set partitioning problem in the assembly phase (e.g., Lagrangian relaxation or dual ascent methods) and (ii) local
searching the solutions retrieved by the splitting procedure and adding to the route pool only the routes found in the local
optima (thus reducing the size of the problem to solve in the assembly phase). Besides, in ongoing research we are extending
the problem definition to consider partial refueling and a particular characteristic of electric vehicles: the non-linear charg-
ing (refueling) functions.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

A.1. Notation for problem definition

G Green VRP underlying graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ
V Set of vertices of G
0 Depot
I Subset of V representing customers
F Subset of V representing alternative fuel stations
E Set of edges in G
dij Distance between vertices i and j (i; j 2 V)
tij Travel time between vertices i and j (i; j 2 V)
n Number of customers
a Number of alternative fuel stations
Tmax Tour duration constraint
cr Fuel consumption rate
si Service time at a vertex. If i 2 I then si is service time at customer; if i 2 F [ 0f g then si is refueling time at AFS
Q Tank capacity



Table B.3
Results of MSH on small instances of Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012).

Instance BKS MCWS/DBCA VNS/TS AVNS 48A MSH(1k) MS

n v Best n v Best t n Best Avg. t n v Best t n v Best Avg. t n

20c3sU1 1797.49 20 6 1797.51 20 6 1797.49 0.69 20 1797.49 1797.49 0.16 20 6 1805.41 0.03 20 6 1797.49 1797.88 0.01 20
20c3sU2 1574.77 20 6 1613.53 20 6 1574.77 0.64 20 1574.78 1574.78 0.15 20 6 1574.78 0.02 20 6 1574.78 1574.78 0.01 20
20c3sU3 1704.48 20 7 1964.57 20 6 1704.48 0.64 20 1704.48 1704.48 0.13 20 6 1704.48 0.02 20 6 1704.48 1706.08 0.01 20
20c3sU4 1482.00 20 6 1487.15 20 5 1482.00 0.65 20 1482.00 1482.00 0.17 20 5 1482.00 0.03 20 5 1482.00 1482.00 0.01 20
20c3sU5 1689.37 20 5 1752.73 20 6 1689.37 0.67 20 1689.37 1689.37 0.18 20 6 1689.37 0.04 20 6 1689.37 1689.37 0.01 20
20c3sU6 1618.65 20 6 1668.16 20 6 1618.65 0.67 20 1618.65 1618.65 0.15 20 6 1618.65 0.03 20 6 1618.65 1618.65 0.01 20
20c3sU7 1713.66 20 6 1730.45 20 6 1713.66 0.64 20 1713.66 1713.66 0.19 20 6 1713.67 0.03 20 6 1713.66 1714.95 0.01 20
20c3sU8 1706.50 20 6 1718.67 20 6 1706.50 0.67 20 1706.50 1706.50 0.16 20 6 1722.78 0.03 20 6 1706.50 1706.50 0.01 20
20c3sU9 1708.81 20 6 1714.43 20 6 1708.81 0.66 20 1708.82 1708.82 0.19 20 6 1708.82 0.04 20 6 1710.90 1711.14 0.01 20
20c3sU10 1181.31 20 5 1309.52 20 4 1181.31 0.64 20 1181.31 1181.31 0.23 20 4 1181.31 0.02 20 4 1181.31 1181.31 0.01 20

20c3sC1 1173.57 20 5 1300.62 20 4 1173.57 0.62 20 1173.57 1173.57 0.38 20 4 1178.97 0.03 20 4 1173.57 1173.57 0.01 20
20c3sC2 1539.97 19 5 1553.53 19 5 1539.97 0.58 19 1539.97 1539.97 0.21 19 5 1539.97 0.02 19 5 1539.97 1539.97 0.01 19
20c3sC3 880.20 12 4 1083.12 12 3 880.20 0.25 12 880.20 880.20 0.15 12 3 880.20 0.01 12 3 880.20 880.20 0.01 12
20c3sC4 1059.35 18 5 1091.78 18 4 1059.35 0.53 18 1059.35 1077.71 0.23 18 4 1059.35 0.02 18 4 1059.35 1088.54 0.01 18
20c3sC5 2156.01 19 7 2190.68 19 7 2156.01 0.60 19 2156.01 2156.01 0.14 19 7 2156.01 0.02 19 7 2156.01 2157.31 0.01 19
20c3sC6 2758.17 17 9 2883.71 17 8 2758.17 0.71 17 2758.17 2758.17 0.14 17 8 2758.17 0.02 17 8 2758.17 2758.17 0.01 17
20c3sC7 1393.99 6 5 1701.40 6 4 1393.99 0.18 6 1393.99 1393.99 0.04 6 4 1393.99 0.00 6 4 1393.99 1393.99 0.01 6
20c3sC8 3139.72 18 10 3319.74 18 9 3139.72 0.62 18 3139.72 3139.72 0.08 18 9 3139.72 0.02 18 9 3139.72 3139.72 0.01 18
20c3sC9 1799.94 19 6 1811.05 19 6 1799.94 0.60 19 1799.94 1799.94 0.16 19 6 1799.94 0.02 19 6 1799.94 1799.94 0.01 19
20c3sC10 2583.42 15 8 2644.11 15 8 2583.42 0.45 15 2583.42 2600.39 0.09 15 8 2583.42 0.02 15 8 2583.42 2583.42 0.01 15

S1_2i6s 1578.12 20 6 1614.15 20 6 1578.12 0.71 20 1578.12 1578.12 0.16 20 6 1578.12 0.03 20 6 1578.12 1578.12 0.01 20
S1_4i6s 1397.27 20 5 1541.46 20 5 1397.27 0.75 20 1397.27 1397.27 0.16 20 5 1413.97 0.03 20 5 1397.27 1397.27 0.01 20
S1_6i6s 1560.49 20 6 1616.20 20 5 1560.49 0.73 20 1560.49 1560.49 0.20 20 6 1571.30 0.03 20 5 1560.49 1563.95 0.01 20
S1_8i6s 1692.32 20 6 1882.54 20 6 1692.32 0.74 20 1692.32 1692.32 0.17 20 6 1692.33 0.03 20 6 1692.32 1692.32 0.01 20
S1_10i6s 1173.48 20 5 1309.52 20 4 1173.48 0.71 20 1173.48 1173.48 0.24 20 4 1173.48 0.03 20 4 1173.48 1173.48 0.01 20
S2_2i6s 1633.10 20 6 1645.80 20 6 1633.10 0.75 20 1633.10 1633.10 0.19 20 6 1645.80 0.03 20 6 1633.10 1633.10 0.01 20
S2_4i6s 1505.07 19 6 1505.07 19 5 1532.96 0.88 19 1505.07 1505.07 0.14 19 6 1505.07 0.02 19 6 1505.07 1505.07 0.02 19
S2_6i6s 2431.33 20 10 3115.10 20 7 2431.33 0.78 20 2431.33 2431.33 0.13 20 8 2660.49 0.04 20 7 2431.33 2439.92 0.02 20
S2_8i6s 2158.35 16 9 2722.55 16 7 2158.35 0.57 16 2158.35 2158.35 0.09 16 7 2175.66 0.02 16 7 2158.35 2158.35 0.01 16
S2_10i6s 1585.46 16 6 1995.62 17 6 1958.46 0.61 16 1585.46 1585.46 0.15 16 5 1585.46 0.02 16 5 1585.46 1585.46 0.01 16

S1_4i2s 1582.20 20 6 1582.20 20 6 1582.21 0.63 20 1582.21 1582.21 0.13 20 6 1598.91 0.03 20 6 1582.21 1582.21 0.01 20
S1_4i4s 1460.09 20 6 1580.52 20 5 1460.09 0.68 20 1460.09 1460.09 0.16 20 5 1483.19 0.03 20 5 1460.09 1460.09 0.01 20
S1_4i6s 1397.27 20 5 1541.46 20 5 1397.27 0.75 20 1397.27 1397.27 0.16 20 5 1413.97 0.03 20 5 1397.27 1397.27 0.01 20
S1_4i8s 1397.27 20 6 1561.29 20 6 1397.27 0.82 20 1397.27 1397.27 0.17 20 6 1397.27 0.03 20 5 1397.27 1397.27 0.02 20
S1_4i10s 1396.02 20 5 1529.73 20 5 1396.02 0.85 20 1396.02 1396.02 0.23 20 5 1396.02 0.03 20 5 1396.02 1396.02 0.02 20
S2_4i2s 1059.35 18 5 1117.32 18 4 1059.35 0.51 18 1059.35 1069.42 0.23 18 4 1059.35 0.02 18 4 1059.35 1097.64 0.01 18
S2_4i4s 1446.08 19 6 1522.72 19 5 1446.08 0.60 19 1446.08 1449.17 0.21 19 5 1446.08 0.02 19 5 1476.91 1476.91 0.02 19
S2_4i6s 1434.14 20 6 1730.47 20 5 1434.14 0.69 20 1434.14 1445.35 0.20 20 5 1434.14 0.02 20 5 1440.10 1462.48 0.02 20
S2_4i8s 1434.14 20 6 1786.21 20 5 1434.14 0.75 20 1434.14 1434.14 0.20 20 5 1434.14 0.02 20 5 1440.10 1462.48 0.02 20
S2_4i10s 1434.13 20 6 1729.51 20 5 1434.13 0.78 20 1434.13 1455.31 0.24 20 5 1434.13 0.02 20 5 1440.09 1462.48 0.02 20

Avg. gap above BKS
(%)

8.72 0.63 0.00 0.15 0.46 0.09 0.38

NBKS 2 38 40 29 35
Cum. number of veh. 245 223 225 222
Avg. time (min) 0.65 0.17 0.02 0.01
H(5k) MSH(10k)

v Best Avg. t n v Best Avg. t

6 1797.49 1797.49 0.04 20 6 1797.49 1797.49 0.08
6 1574.78 1574.78 0.04 20 6 1574.78 1574.78 0.07
6 1704.48 1704.48 0.04 20 6 1704.48 1704.48 0.07
5 1482.00 1482.00 0.04 20 5 1482.00 1482.00 0.07
6 1689.37 1689.37 0.04 20 6 1689.37 1689.37 0.07
6 1618.65 1618.65 0.04 20 6 1618.65 1618.65 0.07
6 1713.66 1714.03 0.04 20 6 1713.66 1713.87 0.07
6 1706.50 1706.50 0.04 20 6 1706.50 1706.50 0.07
6 1708.82 1710.09 0.04 20 6 1708.82 1709.65 0.07
4 1181.31 1181.31 0.04 20 4 1181.31 1181.31 0.07

4 1173.57 1173.57 0.04 20 4 1173.57 1173.57 0.07
5 1539.97 1539.97 0.04 19 5 1539.97 1539.97 0.08
3 880.20 880.20 0.03 12 3 880.20 880.20 0.04
4 1059.35 1059.94 0.04 18 4 1059.35 1059.94 0.06
7 2156.01 2156.56 0.05 19 7 2156.01 2156.04 0.10
8 2758.17 2758.17 0.04 17 8 2758.17 2758.17 0.08
4 1393.99 1393.99 0.03 6 4 1393.99 1393.99 0.06
9 3139.72 3139.72 0.05 18 9 3139.72 3139.72 0.12
6 1799.94 1799.94 0.05 19 6 1799.94 1799.94 0.10
8 2583.42 2583.42 0.04 15 8 2583.42 2583.42 0.07

6 1578.12 1578.12 0.04 20 6 1578.12 1578.12 0.07
5 1397.27 1397.27 0.04 20 5 1397.27 1397.27 0.07
5 1560.49 1561.19 0.04 20 5 1560.49 1560.49 0.07
6 1692.32 1692.32 0.04 20 6 1692.32 1692.32 0.07
4 1173.48 1173.48 0.04 20 4 1173.48 1173.48 0.07
6 1633.10 1633.10 0.05 20 6 1633.10 1633.10 0.09
6 1505.07 1505.07 0.05 19 6 1505.07 1505.07 0.09
7 2431.33 2431.33 0.04 20 7 2431.33 2431.33 0.07
7 2158.35 2158.35 0.03 16 7 2158.35 2158.35 0.06
5 1585.46 1585.46 0.04 16 5 1585.46 1585.46 0.06

6 1582.21 1582.21 0.04 20 6 1582.21 1582.21 0.07
5 1460.09 1460.09 0.04 20 5 1460.09 1460.09 0.07
5 1397.27 1397.27 0.04 20 5 1397.27 1397.27 0.07
5 1397.27 1397.27 0.05 20 5 1397.27 1397.27 0.07
5 1396.02 1396.02 0.05 20 5 1396.02 1396.02 0.07
4 1059.35 1059.94 0.04 18 4 1059.35 1059.94 0.06
5 1446.08 1452.84 0.05 19 5 1446.08 1446.08 0.09
5 1434.14 1438.43 0.05 20 5 1434.14 1435.95 0.08
5 1434.14 1439.03 0.05 20 5 1434.14 1435.95 0.08
5 1434.13 1435.94 0.06 20 5 1434.13 1435.94 0.09

0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01

40 40
222 222

0.04 0.07
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Table B.4
Results of MSH on large instances of Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012).

Instance BKS MCWS/DBCA VNS/TS AVNS 48A SA

n v Best n v Best t n Best Avg. t n v Best t n v Best t

111c_21s 4770.47 109 20 5626.64 109 17 4797.15 21.76 109 4770.47 4791.53 1.78 109 18 4960.60 21.74 109 18 5062.06 12.35
111c_22s 4774.65 109 20 5610.57 109 17 4802.16 23.56 109 4776.81 4797.31 1.94 109 18 4914.20 21.23 109 18 5029.17 12.30
111c_24s 4767.14 109 20 5412.48 109 17 4786.96 21.90 109 4767.14 4790.84 2.16 109 18 4952.90 21.27 109 18 5010.59 12.13
111c_26s 4767.14 109 20 5408.38 109 17 4778.62 25.12 109 4767.14 4782.60 2.04 109 18 4934.11 21.25 109 18 5092.06 12.07
111c_28s 4765.52 109 20 5331.93 109 17 4799.15 24.17 109 4765.52 4781.26 1.73 109 18 4971.93 21.29 109 18 5038.84 11.99
200c_21s 8839.62 190 35 10413.59 192 35 8963.46 76.65 192 8886.00 8970.14 3.61 192 32 9276.63 76.41 192 32 9206.28 73.84
250c_21s 10482.52 235 41 11886.61 237 39 10800.18 120.90 237 10487.15 10531.20 3.67 237 39 11007.98 120.67 237 38 10885.71 108.10
300c_21s 12367.60 281 49 14229.92 283 46 12594.77 182.23 283 12374.49 12514.78 4.94 283 46 12869.17 184.27 283 45 12827.35 302.04
350c_21s 14073.34 329 57 16460.30 329 51 14323.02 232.03 329 14103.66 14271.56 7.11 329 54 14954.83 227.30 329 52 14828.63 332.38
400c_21s 16660.20 378 67 19099.04 378 61 16850.21 305.12 378 16697.21 16839.23 12.70 378 61 17351.92 302.03 378 60 17327.27 384.68
450c_21s 18241.48 424 75 21854.17 424 68 18521.23 525.52 424 18310.60 18512.47 13.19 424 68 19215.38 514.68 424 67 19085.91 456.26
500c_21s 20496.50 471 84 24517.08 471 76 21170.90 356.01 471 20609.67 20874.50 19.51 471 76 21636.59 352.16 471 75 21475.71 154.45

Avg. gap above BKS
(%)

15.97 1.38 0.17 0.92 4.50 4.97

NBKS 0 0 4 0 0
Cum. number of veh. 508 461 466 459
Avg. time (min) 159.58 6.20 157.03 156.05

Instance MSH(1k) MSH(5k) MSH(10k)

n v Best Avg. t n v Best Avg. t n v Best Avg. t

111c_21s 109 17 4798.52 4861.35 0.91 109 17 4780.01 4793.07 2.40 109 17 4777.91 4781.85 4.94
111c_22s 109 17 4795.26 4858.09 1.04 109 17 4776.75 4789.81 2.13 109 17 4774.65 4778.80 4.69
111c_24s 109 17 4795.19 4855.89 1.16 109 17 4776.68 4789.77 2.74 109 17 4773.67 4778.62 5.64
111c_26s 109 17 4795.19 4855.89 0.79 109 17 4776.68 4789.77 2.56 109 17 4773.67 4778.62 5.23
111c_28s 109 17 4793.57 4854.86 0.93 109 17 4775.06 4788.22 2.80 109 17 4772.46 4777.03 5.54
200c_21s 192 32 9005.58 9039.97 2.96 192 31 8894.56 8923.18 19.80 192 31 8839.62 8879.98 19.96
250c_21s 237 39 10702.76 10755.30 13.43 237 38 10534.52 10579.12 27.59 237 37 10482.52 10518.32 21.58
300c_21s 283 45 12663.49 12719.25 44.28 283 44 12444.48 12548.70 37.43 283 44 12367.60 12421.75 47.53
350c_21s 329 52 14431.27 14470.40 53.01 329 50 14146.67 14253.55 50.96 329 50 14073.34 14226.03 63.01
400c_21s 378 60 16873.51 17143.75 64.29 378 59 16745.24 17128.76 67.91 378 59 16660.20 17119.89 71.70
450c_21s 424 66 18569.58 18831.00 72.11 424 65 18351.72 19009.22 76.35 424 65 18241.48 18902.03 80.75
500c_21s 471 75 20960.18 21678.33 80.11 471 73 20610.36 21297.07 84.95 471 73 20496.50 20997.04 89.95

Avg. gap above BKS
(%)

1.42 2.64 0.40 1.48 0.05 1.02

NBKS 0 0 8
Cum. number of

veh.
454 445 444

Avg. time (min) 27.92 31.47 35.04
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A.2. Notation for multi-space sampling heuristic

G� Acyclic graph for the split procedure G� ¼ ðV�;AÞ
V� Set of vertices of G�

A Set of arcs of G�

K Set of TSP-like tours
R Set of all feasible routes
X Subset of R
S Set of all feasible solutions to Green VRP
H Set of sampling heuristics
K Number of iterations in sampling phase
tsp TSP tour (tsp 2 K)
s Green VRP solution (s 2 S)
W Set of customers visited by tsp
N Ordered set of nonrouted customers
L Randomization factor of each heuristic
f ðsÞ Objective function of solution s
s� Best solution found during execution of method
k Positive parameter
cr Total distance of route r
tpr Total time of route r
f r Binary variable equal to 1 if route is feasible
labeli Shortest path label i
predi Predecessor label i

A.3. Notation for repair procedure

B Repair graph B ¼ ðZ;UÞ
Z Set of vertices of B
U Set of arcs of B
P Fuel-infeasible route
½i; k� Vertex of set Z, which represents visit to station k 2 F after visit to vertex pi (i.e., ith element in route P)
c Arc cost of repair graph
t Arc time of repair graph

Appendix B. Detailed results for Green VRP instances

Tables B.3 and B.4 show the results of our three MSH configurations on the small and large Green VRP instances. We com-
pare our results to the best result obtained by the MCWS and DBCA heuristics of Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012), the VNS/
TS of Schneider et al. (2014), the AVNS of Schneider et al. (2015), and the 48A and SA of Felipe et al. (2014); they did not
report result of the SA for the small instances. For each instance, we report the problem name and the BKS taken from
Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012), Schneider et al. (2014, 2015), Felipe et al. (2014) and updated with some new BKSs found
by our MSH.

Erdoğan and Miller-Hooks (2012) reported the best distance (Best), and the number of vehicles of the best found solution
(v) of multiple runs with different parameters for their MCWS and DBCA; they did not give the exact number of runs.
Schneider et al. (2014) reported the best distance, the number of vehicles of the best found solution, and the average com-
puting time (t in minutes) over ten runs of their VNS/TS, Schneider et al. (2015) reported the best distance, the average dis-
tance (Avg.), and the average computing time over ten runs of their AVNS. Finally, Felipe et al. (2014) reported the best
distance, the number of vehicles of the best found solution, and the computing time over a single run of their 48A and
SA. For all the algorithms, we provide the number of customers served (n). The last rows of the table summarize the average
BKS gap, the cumulative number of vehicles, the number of times each method found the BKS, and the average running time.
Values in bold indicate that a method found the BKS.
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